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You are responsible for
Universal harmony
For more than 35 years, thanks to the
teachings of the Elohim, we Raelians know
things that nobody else knows.
35 years ago I was teaching that the
brain can create new neurons. When I was
saying that during public speeches, many
scientists were laughing, saying it is impossible and stupid. It is now confirmed
scientifically that the brain can create new
neurons. 35 years ago I was saying that the
brain can rejuvenate itself, that aging doesn’t
necessary mean losing one’s abilities. All
scientists were laughing at me, saying that
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aging meant inevitably losing one’s memory and brain capacity. A few years ago it was demonstrated that the brain can rejuvenate itself forever, if you use it properly. By playing patchinko, you will surely lose it, but if you challenge your brain then
it can be younger and younger. If you don’t use it then you become a
vegetable. Our whole body ages but not the brain, if you use it... use
it or lose it. Use your imagination. Imagination is the youth fountain
of your brain. Not only can your brain be young forever but it can be
younger and younger. You have to train your imagination and your
memory constantly to keep young and younger. Train your brain,
every second of your life!
Oneness...
How did your life start? Your parents had sex, even the pope’s
parents had sex :-) A spermatozoa and an ovule meet and the first
cell is done. This first cell then multiplies, becomes 2, 4, 16, … cells,
becomes like a raspberry, bigger and bigger and then the baby you is
born and slowly becomes the adult you are now. But at the beginning
this one cell had all your future body, your future brain, and all the
future consciousness that you now have.
Where is that first cell now?
An article has just been published on the New Scientist issues of April 27, 2010 that I consider as the most important
article of the century. It says that until now, everybody believed that the brain was like a computer and the neurons were like
microchips communicating with each other and creating connections. As you know, every new thought, action, etc, creates new connections between neurons which are physical connections which grow using elements of the food you ate a few
hours before. Your thoughts are matter. But when teaching that in the past, I always said that until now no one knows how
two neurons get connected. For two neurons to connect, they need to have the connection grow between them in the right
direction. How does the connection find its way? Neurons have no eyes to guess in what direction they should reach the
other one.
It grows in the right direction because each neuron has a consciousness, each
neuron is like an individual human being.
This scientist studied bacteria which are one cell organisms. He observed
that when cutting a bacteria in two, under the clean petri dish environment,
the animal will re-attach itself and be alive again. This happens only within the
favorable conditions offered by the petri dish in laboratory. This doesn’t happen
normally in nature. For billions of generations, these cells have been cut and
never reattached to go back to the original form. Why is that? If we follow the
Darwinian theory, there shouldn’t be any program for them to reattach. But in
the lab they do. It means that there is a program for repair that is never used in
nature. Why does it happen in the petri dish? Because there is a consciousness in
this animal, even if it is very limited, it exists.
This scientist says that every cell in our body dies and is replaced by a new
one. The average lifespan of a cell is 7 years, for some of them it is shorter, for
others it is longer. Every second, some cells are replaced by new ones in our body,
but not in the brain. Our neurons don’t die and get replaced. They are not like
the other cells of the body. Why? And how do they communicate in order to send
the right connection in the right direction? What kind of language do they use?
This scientist recorded the sound of the neurons as they speak to each other. They
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make music, he said, that is like a bird singing.
Each one of your neurons is like an independent human being. We have a population of beings in the brain who are
talking to each other, they constantly talk to each other. They communicate so that they know where they are and then the
connection can grow in the right direction. Our brain is alive made of independent living forms. This population is sad when
you play patchinko and they commit suicide. If you use them, they are happy.
There is also a leader. Where is that leader? I already told you that. Consciousness is made of a very limited number of
neurons right behind your forehead. All scientists are saying that consciousness is located in several places of the brain, No,
it is made of a few neurons, right here ( showing the middle forehead) that are the consciousness. Maybe a few hundreds
among the billions of neurons are part of the consciousness, maybe less. And they have a leader which is the first cell. It is
you, the real you, communicating with every body else. When you say ‘I am happy’, the first neuron, the first cell is talking.
And there is a little group around it helping it, like a council of decision, like a wise council, like on the Elohim Planet. The
leader is like a Yahweh neuron and around him, a few others helping him to make the right decision, the level 5 neurons.
That’s you, that’s us. It is the same at each level of the Universe. We are one but we are many. You can say ‘I am one’ but also
‘ I am one with other people’, so we are one and we communicate exactly like the neurons do. We are exactly like the brain
of the baby humanity and you Raelians are the consciousness of humanity. Others are important too, we need them all for
the body to function, but the part of the neurons that are the consciousness is you. You are very special. Only you have the
message. Only you have the understanding. Everybody else doesn’t understand. They think we are crazy, a crazy UFO cult.
We are much more than that.
Let’s have a higher level of meditation.
Feel oneness in your brain, based on the first cell which I called in the past supra-consciousness. That’s us, one human being. Look around you, other neurons in this human brain, ready to communicate with you. We are one, a collective
brain. There are also connections between these brains and the Elohim, we are one, an infinite number of human beings and
non-human beings, an infinite number of living entities. When we are ready, we will have connections with them all, within
the huge human being in which we are. We don’t know where we are inside this human being but the health of this human
being depends on the quality of the connections at each level of the infinite. When we raise our level of consciousness, we
raise the universal level of consciousness in every direction of the Infinite. That’s our mission. You are part of the cosmic consciousness. At each level of the Infinite there is consciousness and we are part of it.
You are part of an infinite consciousness, communicating with each other, laughing, happy. That’s why we need to raise
our level of consciousness and feel more and more connected. Inside as well. When you meditate, your neurons are happy
and send vibrations in every direction so that the infinitely small Universe
also feels it. Universal power of your brain, universal consciousness. That’s
why our responsibility to raise our level of harmony, happiness and consciousness is not only for yourself but for everything in the Universe. You
are responsible not only for your own harmony but for the harmony of the
Universe. The harmony of the Universe starts with you. When you understand that, you have no right to be depressed, sad, violent, no right to lose
your harmony, because you are responsible for the Universal Harmony.
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Asian seminar
The above
talk was given by
Maitreya Rael on
the second day of
the Asian happiness Academy.
We were all so
touched and have
been so for the
whole week. The
theme of the
week was

‘Oneness’ and this is how Maitreya introduced it:
“We are one. My brain and feet are one; you and me, we are connected, we are
one; small atoms and me, we are one; the Elohim and us, we are one; the stars and
us, we are one; the Infinity and us, we are one. Separation is only an illusion that
makes you sick and creates violence, war and racism, everything we don’t like.
When a Catholic feels that his spirit is pure but that his sex is dirty, there is separation, he will be sick, sad, angry. If
one says that his family is good but others are dangerous, this bad feeling leads to violence. If one says his country is good
but others are not, then come violence, army... If my race is good but black people are bad, here come racism, apartheid. If
humanity is good but extraterrestrials are dangerous, here comes fear. Any separation is dangerous. The opposite is love.
‘I love my country but I love other countries too. Black, yellow, green, six legged..., we are one! When we are one with
everybody, we are one with the Universe and the Universe is in harmony. That’s why feeling one is important...”
….
“Remember the happiest moment of your life. You felt connected with everybody. Remember the most sad moment of
your life. How did you feel? You felt alone, separated from others. Sadness cuts you from other people and can lead you to
kill yourself. Happiness makes you feel one with everybody. When we smile, we feel one. No need to go to high university,
just smiling and laughing make you connected. The most important teaching of Miroku Bosatsu is smile and laugh!” [
Miroku Bosatsu is the name of the Maitreya in Japanese,]
Maitreya transformed the hotel in a training center for smiling and laughing and we definitely saw a change in the smiles
of the hotel staff after a few days :-) The hotel became the craziest hotel in Japan that week !
“You are unique in this galaxy and you have something unique to bring to Humanity. I don’t want you to be normal.
4
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This country has even normalized the melons. Melons are grown square
to fit in a box better. I want you to explode the box and become yourself.
I want you to be free melons, crazy melons!
I cannot be you, you cannot be me, only you can be you, a unique
genetic make up with a unique responsibility.”
About seminar...
“Coming to seminar is like climbing a mountain. At the bottom,
you have a special view. Then while climbing, you have another beautiful view and the higher you go, the more changes happen in the view. You
are climbing an infinite mountain. You can go higher and higher, have
the view of a bird, then see planets, galaxies, groups of galaxies... forever
go higher! So do not miss any seminar...”
2 new guides level 4 and 4 new guides level 5 were nomi-

nated at the end of the seminar which ended with
the song of Dean ‘You are so beautiful’ dedicated to
our Creators as an ultimate gratitude message for
the pleasure to have lived close to their Messenger
and touched the oneness they want us to live, every
second.... Thank you Maitreya, thank you Elohim,

we will keep on
climbing....
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New level 5 Guides :
Hany ( left)
Miso, Kotaro and Sophie (below)
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News and Views
Rael: Craig venter has made the first step towards the creation of synthetic human beings
“Today is an historic date”, declared Rael, leader of the International Raelian Movement. “We are witnessing the first step
toward the Elohimisation of Humanity which will see the creation of the first synthetic human being.”
The announcement made by Craig Venter and his team at the Newseum today has been expected by all the Raelians of
the planet as Rael explained 35 years ago that we have been
created by human beings coming from another planet and
that one day we would be able to create life as well.
“The creation of the first cell controlled by a synthetic
genome as described by Venter and his team shows to the
whole world that life is not a mysterious gift of a hypothetical god,” declared Dr. Brigitte Boisselier, spokesperson of
the International Raelian Movement, “but rather the result
of an intelligent design, meaning a scientific design”
“Our mission is now to make sure that ethical committees understand how inevitable it is to create synthetic
human life and this might be more difficult than the creation itself ”, added Boisselier.  
ago:

Anticipating today’s event, Rael was saying a few years

“We are now like the Elohim [the human beings who created all forms of life on Earth], when they were about to come
on Earth to create life a long time ago, and when some scientists on their planet were doing exactly what Craig Venter is now
doing. What will happen next? Some groups will totally oppose the creation of “artificial life” calling themselves “ethical committees”, they will claim that the creation of beings is the privilege of “god” or “mother nature”...claiming that artificial bacteria
can potentially be hazardous to human health. And yes, may be one day (if it didn’t not already happened with Aids or Ebola
..) one fatal bacteria will escape a laboratory triggering a planetary interdiction of synthetic life creation which may be voted by
the United Nations Organization... Then, scientists will have to continue to experiment creation of more and more sophisticated forms of life somewhere else. That means not on the earth... so, it will be on another planet exactly like the Elohim did a
long time ago ! This will happen not only because nothing can stop science, but because nothing can stop reproduction at the
macro-biological level. It is written in the collective genetic code of the “baby humanity” composed of 6.5 billions cells : us.
And nothing can stop the “baby humanity “ when it reaches puberty, to reproduce the way macro-biology does it : by creating
artificial life on another planet.”

Patch Adams new Honorary Guide
During the Asian Happiness Academy, Maitreya announced the nomination of
Patch Adams as Honorary Guide. Patch is known as the funny doctor but as he says
it himself, he is much more than that. Among his numerous campaign, he leads what
he calls ‘the Grandma revolution’, explaining that behind everything wrong on the
planet there are men while women are trying to fix things giving love and compassion. Perfectly in line with Maitreya’s view on how femininity can save the world.
Welcome dear Patch Adams to the selected team of Guides for Humanity.
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Park in Korea
A park was created a few years ago in Korea
that displays statues of couples in positions that
could fit in the Kamasutra. Maitreya commented
“thanks to this wonderfull educationnal park
Korea is becoming a world leader on sex education and removal of the guilt created by the
catholic church”

Colored bracelets
A teenage craze is sweeping Brazil that gives
sexual meaning to colored bracelets. These accessories became popular at the end of last year in
Britain. Now, they’ve reached Brazil. The color of the bracelet signifies the wearer’s readiness to take part in sexual activity... just
like during our seminars :-)
“we are definitely influencing society” commented Maitreya.
The Brazil police is trying to ban it as they say a 13-year-old girl was reportedly raped by three boys because of the bracelets; but some girls said the ban is too extreme, and they will keep wearing them.

Rael deplores Hawking’s vision of hostile alien invaders
Maitreya issued a statement in response to Stephen Hawking’s speculations about hostile extraterrestrials. Widely previewed in the popular media, Hawking’s pessimistic ruminations are part of an upcoming Discovery Channel television series.
“With these views, Hawking demonstrates that he’s not only physically handicapped but mentally handicapped by the
degenerative disease of ‘evolutionism’ or ‘Darwinism,’ ” Rael said. “His fears about murderous, invading aliens are based on the
theory of evolution – the myth of evolution, to be more precise. He’s afraid humans are inferior to aliens who might invade.
That’s logical, but only if you accept the myth of evolution.”
Rael called evolution “a magical, irrational concept” that does great harm. “Hitler’s views about superior Aryans; slavery
and apartheid; and Hawking’s delirium of aliens wiping out humanity all fit perfectly with the evolution myth,” he said, adding
that he admires the stance taken by Swedish scientist Soren Lovtrup.
“Lovtrup said Darwinian evolution will one day be considered the greatest deceit in the history of science and that it’s
anti-science and false,” he said. “I agree.”
And the truth about the origin of life on Earth?
“It’s the result of intelligent design, not by just one so-called godly designer but by extraterrestrial designers, plural, called
the Elohim,” Rael said. “With intelligent design, you automatically have intelligent organization of the universe as well, organization based on peace and love, not on monsters ready to invade and destroy humanity.”
Why?
“Intelligent designers wouldn’t allow anyone to destroy their creation,” Rael said. “What’s more, with cosmic laws based
on intelligent design, violent species wind up self-destructing before they can spread their violence to other planets.”
Is this a lesson for humanity?
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“We can use weapons of mass destruction to eliminate ourselves,” Rael explained. “We don’t need alien invasions for that;
we’re powerful enough and stupid enough to do it ourselves unless peace and love prevail. Stephen Hawking is doing a terrible
thing by instilling fear. Fear leads to poor health, bad behaviors and the militaristic policy of weapons accumulation that can
lead to humanity’s self-destruction. The world needs peace, love and global disarmament, not fear. And we must eliminate the
myth of God and the myth of evolution, since both of these myths perpetuate fear and violence.”

Nopedo Raelians
still free.

arrested by the police, the bishop of

Bruges and the cardinal of Danneels

A Raelian delegation representing the group Nopedo was arrested by the police last April 17th on Neuve
Street in Brussels because they displayed some posters
denouncing what Catholic priests have done to millions
of children around the world and in Belgium.
Eric Remacle who was on site (see the picture
below where he is circled by the police) explains that the
police demanded to be handed the posters carried by
the Raelians in order to confiscate them and when the
Raelians refused to do so, the police took 5 of them to
the police station.,
“In the police car and at the police station, we were
forbidden to place a call and they told us that we were
under arrest for a technicality” explains one of them. “They took our i.d. ‘s, they then stripped us of our Raelian medallion,
which they confiscated telling us that it was forbidden to wear such symbols”.
After one hour of interrogations, the Raelians were given back their symbol but not their posters that the police out right
destroyed.
This infringement of freedom of expression is “unbearable” declared Brigitte Boisselier, spokesperson for the International
Raelian Movement. “For the last 10 years, Raelians, through Nopedo, have been denouncing the misdeeds committed by
Catholic priests who have become pedophile because of sexual abstinence, and for more than 10 years, we have been subjected
to this discriminatory treatment whereas what we are saying concerning them is completely verifiable.”
“It is particularly chocking to see how
swiftly the police arrests Raelians, but we do
not observe the same eagerness with members
of the Catholic church, and, according to our
knowledge, the bishop of Bruges, who publicly confessed to a crime has still not been
locked up. The Cardinal of Daneels who is
said to have covered up this matter since 1990
will most likely be given immunity that his
accomplices have already obtained in the Vatican thanks to a more than benevolent pope.”
As a reminder, the group Nopedo was
founded in 2001 to inform the public about
pedophile activities of the members of the
clergy and to protect the children while
bringing help to the victims. Yet Nopedo was
9
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taken to court within the first few months of its inception in Belgium, and was first condemned in County Court and then
again by a judge in a Court of Appeal who considered that the Nopedo posters were offensive toward the Catholic church.
“Not only are we going to sue for damages because our members felt humiliated in their faith and have been subjected to
deep moral prejudice when they were arrested.” added Brigitte Boisselier “But for us, if there is a symbol that should be abstained from, it is certainly the cross! It is an instrument of torture that killed a prophet; millions of people wear it, glorifying torture and their leaders who live with the torture of sexual abstinence and who impose another torture to the innocent
children around them. It is time to break this chain of torture, it is time for the Christian Belgium to burn their cross and to
come back to the real values of respect and pleasure taught by Jesus, by all the Prophets, and in particular, the last among them,
Rael.“

Rael calls upon non-Muslims to wear the burqa in support of discriminated Muslim women.
Niqab, burqa, Jewish star, Raelian star, the France of Human Rights is pitiful.
“ France, the country of Right Rigths? It’s a joke” declared Rael, as he learned of the fine given to a young roman who was
driving while wearing her niqab in Nantes. “Every human being must have access to this fundamental freedom found in the
ability to wear whatever one wishes. This included the right to wear a mini skirt in a Muslim country.
Rael added “Are we going to start seeing police officers monitoring one’s clothing in the streets of France just like in Iran,
a country so strongly condemned by France?
A Sofres poll also indicates that 64% of the French are in favor of a partial or complete ban on wearing the burqa.
Rael commented on this number, reminding that it must have been without a doubt the same percentage of French who
were in favor of arresting Jews and turning them in to the Nazi police under German occupation, or in favor of torturing Independent Algerians when Algeria was still colonized, in favor of slavery when it was profitable, or even refusing the freedom of
religion guaranteed by Human Rights when it involves true religious minorities disdainfully called Sects.
“If this law forbidding the nikab is passed, all those defending Freedom in France, men and women alike, should protest
by wearing it, especially if they are not of Muslim faith” concluded Rael.
French Raelians are already preparing to wear their …burqa. Let us hope that the law will not pass before summer otherwise they maybe terribly hot under these burqas ;-)

North America
US citizenship without the “so help me God”
By Marc Letourneau
When I arrived in Philadelphia to take my USA citizenship oath in 2009 (I live in Chicago but the letter of invitation for
the Oath ceremony was sent to the wrong address – as usual…), I was surprised to be included in a group ceremony in which
the words “I will bear arms” and “so help me God” were to be used by the judge. In my letters submitted two years earlier, I
had requested a separate ceremony in which these words would be omitted “for religious and philosophical reasons” but must
have caused some delays without a doubt.
I decided not to go through with the ceremony; even after the immigration officer threatened me to review my case and
optionally reject it on the basis that I would not be friendly enough with the United States should I refuse to go through the
usual ceremony… Unbelievable!
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Although the government allows for a modified version of the citizenship oath, that modification doesn’t alter the text
read by the judge. It merely permits the applicant to remain silent when the judge asks the group to repeat after him such
phrases as ‘I will bear arms’ and ‘so help me God.’
I couldn’t bear hearing such violent and deist statements (both go often together indeed…) during the ceremony and
having to remain silent. One who stays silent accepts, and I don’t accept the beliefs implied in the present version of the oath,
period!” How can the country of free speech force its soon-to-be citizen to participate into a ceremony bias towards some philosophies? People push tradition to such extreme that it becomes completely stupid.
Feb. 23, 2010, I finally became a U.S. citizen after winning the right to a completely secular ceremony thanks to one of
the lawyer (Ian Smith) of American United for Separation of Church and State (AU), who helped me by sending two letters in
my behalf to the government, which were determinant for the resolution of my case.
I was the first such case in Chicago but the second case in USA after Thomas Kaenzig who went through a similar ordeal
in Nevada. We became citizens through a process we really had to fight for, so our accomplishment of getting an oath free
of religious references really reflects the ‘land of the free’ this country inspire to be. This oath will be modified one day but
we must continue to fight for wiser laws. I am happy to thank our Maitreya Rael for guiding and inspiring us to change this
world.

Canada
My son Vincent told me something, one morning, that I just couldn’t let go by. Yesterday, in Math class, there was a substitute teacher. Today Vincent has a field trip, he’s visiting Montreal. Yesterday, the substitute therefore asked them to do a math
problem involving Montreal and while talking she said “AS THE RAELIAN CULT”… Vincent told her “Madam, the Raelians, it’s not a cult.” She replied “Yes it is, I learned that when I was in grade 11. There are five major religious movements...”
she named them and then said “and the Raelians are a cult because Rael asks them for money to get rich.” Of course I wasn’t
going to let this go by... I called the school the same day, requested a meeting with the principal, determined to let him know
what Vincent had told me. I wanted to tell him that this teacher has the responsibility of conveying truthful information and
not opinions full of prejudices. For one thing, the word “cult” is no longer used, and the UN asks that one speak of religious
minorities. The word “cult” is derogatory and, according to the UN, should therefore no longer be used. So, she gives false
information in addition to being judgmental. My goal was to ask the school to demand of the substitute that she come before
the class to apologize and explain that she should not have given false information such as the word “cult”, and that “Rael getting rich with our money” is false... and explain why... the UN, derogatory word... and so on... and also that she apologize for
being judgmental before a class, that this has no place in a school and that she should instead be teaching that everyone must
be respected, regardless of their color, religion or sexuality... I realized something after this incident. I must respond to any act
of discrimination, regardless of its nature, whether or not it concerns us the Raelians, for all the minorities on this planet. Even
though I may think of it as minimal and that it may be useless to react, well I am wrong, because I cannot further our cause or
that of other minorities without intervening during acts of discrimination. Last Christmas, during my office party, I defended
the actions of Tiger Woods because everyone had the same opinion of what the newspapers were saying, a very “catholic” opinion. Although I was the only one thinking differently, I know that I changed the mindset of some of the people sitting at our
table. For my part, I’ve often let comments go by for fear of judgment and not being loved, but this year something changed
in me. I have more self confidence and I no longer want to let anything go by. I am especially proud that I did it all alone. It
may seem simple to you, dear Bishops and Guides, but when I got back to my car after meeting the principal, I was sitting in
the car and was overrun by a feeling of accomplishment and pride, so much that tears came to my eyes. I had done it all alone,
I felt so happy that I wanted to scream about it to everyone. What an emotion ! Just to give you a picture, the principal is taller
than Joseph, must weigh nearly 250 pounds of muscles, he has huge hands, and is very imposing. Well, in his office, I felt bigger than him, more imposing than him through my words. Usually, I would have yielded, withdrawn, subjected myself to such
“authority”, but no... I won. Thank you for making me grow every day of my life, thank you Elohim, Maitreya, Bishops and
Guides for everything you bring to me. Love, Stella Desgagne
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Celebration of femininity
Mexico City April 4, 2010.
The little angels of Mexico and the team of Raelians organized to celebrate “Femininity Day” and
“First Sunday of April” in a wonderful park south of
the city “Parque Hundido”. We chose a magic little
place where it was like all the creation was there for us.
We all enjoyed every minute the bright sun, the soo
blue sky with cotton like clouds, the green trees and
the rainbow of colorful flowers, we could hear the singing of the birds. It was soo enchanting.
Little by little everyone started to arrive. We were
about 20 people! A few days before we started to prepare everything with the help of Miguel Rivas, Cynthia, Ma. Carmen,
Gudelia, Genoveva, Aída and Conny I. We made a beautiful and feminine invitation, our own flyers, balloons, flowers and
beautiful banners. We all worked together in harmony, with so much happiness and love, just like a real family. With great
enthusiasm we brought all our art to the park and decorated the little space we selected.
After a little moment to philosophize about the importance of refining the consciousness of all human beings and that
we have to learn to be refined and cultivate femininity inside of us, elevate ourselves as it is the way to peace and the paradise
we are hoping for. We lived these teachings that our Beloved Maitreya has given to us as the most beautiful gift. We felt more
united, harmonious and elevated in love and consciousness. We all wanted to go out there and give a great example to all men,
women and children,.. to all!
I felt it was important to tell all Raelian men that it is also their responsibility and not only the Angels, because we are
not a feminist group, but a movement of human beings with values, benevolence, compassion, generosity, which is in favor of
peace, of life, respecting diversity, being tolerant, refined not only physically but also in our consciousness, beings of love, and
this is the only way we will save this planet.
With our flyers attached to beautiful flowers we committed to our objective going all around the park.. There were people
reading our banners and asking all sorts of questions.
At 2:30pm we all gathered to listen to a wonderful meditation guided by our Priest and National Guide Maricarmen,
followed by two transmissions !! We all felt like floating towards the sky, we could not end up hugging and loving each other.
We prepared a fantastic picnic... Conny Ibanez made a wonderful prayer and a small meditation for the food. It was a banquet
organized by Miguel Rivas with the help of Aida, Gudelia, Genoveva, Maricarmen and Conny.
Wow! What a day! And we also celebrated Miguel’s B-Day!! Congratulations dear brother! It was simply a Fantastic Day!!!
All people was able to see in us a little bit of our Beloved Fathers Elohim
Conny Ibañez Responsible of Angels Order - Mexico
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Middle east
Syria
My dear real family ,  I am Matar from syria , my body age is 20 years old . I start reading about Rael great truth ...realy
i was dead .. because our dead community made god a person in the sky . buuuuuuuuuuut Rael is the only one who put the
truth and shaaaares it with us  he wakes up the slave inside us and gives us the real freedom  I am studying biology at University  I was very glad when i learned that there are Rael lovers here in syria How can i be in touch with you ? I am here alone
... no friends ... even my family are noooot my real family. They keep stoning Rael truth and love  He is really my master of
freedom  I hope you answer me ASAP  With best regards  Matar ‘’ (the name I choose ‘’ means rain in arabic language)
(email received on our Raelnews website)

Lebanon
Dear Brother, How are you? hope you are well :) it has been long time and i really miss you! i am thinking about you
daily! The situation in Lebanon is becoming more and more tight but i have made up my decision, which is to go on another
TV Interview, this time talking about Sexuality and Sexual Freedom :) I can’t worry more about police or the government, i
have lots of things inside of me that i need to let the people know about! and if at anytime our life is 2 end, i’d prefer it ends
with me delivering all the message :) The interview will be recorded this Monday on LBC Channel, one of the Arabs most
reputed Channels and it will air on Wednesday the 12th of May! I will keep you updated :)

Israel
I have been dreaming for years to organize a peace meditation in isRael with the two brothers, isRaeli and Palestinian, Jew
and Arab, sons of the same father Abraham. A meditation together for peace and harmony.
After consulting with the Maitreya, I registered an organization under the name “The Isralestinian Gandhis” (http://www.
isralestinian-gandhis.org/).
On Friday, April 16, the meditation finally took place. Guess where: at Neve Shalom / Wahat-as Salam (http://nswas.
org/), the most adequate location for this event! In a
small village where Palestinians and Israelis, Jews and
Arabs, coexist together in peace and harmony, in love
and respect, giving a beautiful example to the country’s
inhabitants.
The meditation, which was given in 3 languages,
started at noon under a hot sun, in the serenity of a valley
filled with olive trees. A lot of religiosity and emotions
of love surrounded us. There were beautiful and moving
testimonies alternating with a singer’s beautiful voice. As
a conclusion, I invited everyone to hold hands in a circle
singing John Lennon’s “Imagine”. We then released 100
balloons wearing both Palestinian and Israeli flags.
Nobody wanted to leave this magical place. We
finally ended with beautiful hugs.
We just had one interview with the most important
Arabic radio in Israel, which was given by Saloua Joubert
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who came specially from the Emirates
with her family to attend this event.
I wish to congratulate our organizer Joce and her team for successfully
coordinating this event.

Happiness Academy in isRael
By Tamazirght (Sarahdji)
The mild climate of the Dead
Sea, the comfortable and luxurious
hotel, the quality of the teachings carried us to a level of consciousness and
harmony even a little higher.

tion for peace. The beautiful atmosphere followed us throughout the seminar.

In the afternoon of April 16 we
experienced unforgettable moments
when participating in the first medita-

People from the UAE, France, Algeria, Italy were brought closer together to the team of is-Rael.
Francois from Algeria and Giuseppe from Italy were stuck at the airports because of the eruption of a volcano and our
thoughts accompanied them throughout the seminar.
The dynamic Joce did the opening of the first seminar in
Israel announcing that we would play, laugh and have fun, be
like children.
We were there to have fun and enjoy ourselves, we were
there to awaken the inner child in us. Her energy and enthusiasm contaminated everyone present.
The videos and workshops made us roll on the floor,
laughing.
A Power Point on the mechanism and the effects of laughter on the brain was directed by Ray. Laughter is the cure for
all diseases and stress ... What about the wisdom of the Continental Guide Leon who made us vibrate with his words and the
quality of his teaching.
Above the Dead Sea, thousands of stars were visible in the
sky during the star meditation at night
The next day we made the telepathic contact in the saltwater facing
a stunning scenery.
The softness and delicacy of the angels were expressed throughout
the seminar through decoration, delicate attentions and by exercises on
scents and the caress of flowers.
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Wonderful meditations orchestrated by Leon on the love of the Elohim that unites us, meditations on emptiness and the
constellation.
Joce made us become aware that sometimes our brain can be polluted by negative thoughts or stress .. She made us visualize a little bell permanently aware in the
brain in order to remind us that we can
quickly turn a negative thought into a
positive thought.
Thank you
To you dear Bishop Leon for giving me so much thrill.
To you dear Guide Joce for the
wonderful person you are.
To you my Raelian brothers and
sisters for your welcome and your love.
I saw my dream come true setting
foot on the land of is-Rael.
Shalom, Salaam, Elohim, Amen.
Tamazirght

South America
Brazil
Two new guides in Brazil !
The Raelian Movement of Brazil continues on its track : two new people have been
made guides at a distance by the Prophet during the first Sunday of April: Robert Kemp who
lives in Campinas and who will be in charge of the state of Sao Paulo and Elizabeth Calheiros
who lives in Natal and who will be in charge of the North East region.
Robert settled in Brazil 10 years ago, coming from Ireland where he was an active raelian
(level 3). Since he arrived in the Brazilian city of Campinas a leading scientific research center
where he started a family with two lovely children and where he works as an English teacher,
he has been devoted and committed to the Structure. His nomination will strengthen this
Brazilian state with the highest growth potential in the country.
Elizabeth is a young and beautiful woman, an architecture student whose dream is to
help building the Embassy. I have been astonished by her enthusiasm and motivation which
have already led her to carry on a first Transmission of the Cellular Plan on Gabriel to whom
she personally gave the Messages. Elizabeth is radiant, smart, extremely gay and endowed
with a will and courage which can let us expect great progress in the region she is in charge
of. She probably will be present in the Happiness Academy in Europe…but unfortunately for
the Europeans ; so far she only speaks Portuguese !
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